2020 PINOT
Vintage Overview
Co-fermenting the Pinot Noir and Pinot Gris together naturally gives
this wine rich aromatics of savory spices, wild mushrooms, and rose.
The flavors of black cherry and blueberry at the front of the palate
are complimented by an acidity marked by floral notes and salinity
which offer an elegant finish.

WINE
30% PINOT GRIS & 70% PINOT NOIR
CO-FERMENTED & AGED IN NEUTRAL OAK
pH 3.49 I TA 6.1 I RS .02g/100mL
VINEYARD
OLD VINE | DRY FARMED I LAURELWOOD
SOIL
INGREDIENTS
LIVE CERTIFIED GRAPES, SULFUR, ORGANIC YEAST NUTRIENT, NATIVE YEAST

In the Vineyard
In 2020 Oregon experienced brutal wildfires. With 50 square miles
separating the Tualatin Hills from the most concentrated smoke,
David Hill faired incredibly well, and our fruit escaped untouched by
smoke damage. A damp and later than average bloom resulted in
smaller clusters and berries, creating a perfect set for what the vines
should bare during bloom. A temperate summer allowed fruit to
hang without becoming overly ripe, while dry weather systems during harvest allowed the vineyard team to pick with leisure. The circumstances in 2020 produced ripeness and expression among our
wines that makes for a seriously age-worthy vintage.
In the Winery
Using a historical practice of pairing red and white grapes together,
this wine brings together two Pinot varietals. With 30% Pinot Gris
and 70% Pinot Noir, the co-fermentation of these grapes uplifts and
enhances the aromatics of the wine, offering an herbaceous and
spice-filled experience.
davidhillwinery.com

2020 PINOT
Vintage Overview
Co-fermenting the Pinot Noir and Pinot Gris together naturally gives
this wine rich aromatics of savory spices, wild mushrooms, and rose.
The flavors of black cherry and blueberry at the front of the palate
are complimented by an acidity marked by floral notes and salinity
which offer an elegant finish.

WINE
100% PINOT NOIR
AGED IN NEUTRAL FRENCH OAK
pH 3.44 I TA .58g/100mL I RS <.02g/100mL
VINEYARD
PLANTED 1974 I COURY CLONE
DRY FARMED I LAURELWOOD SOIL
INGREDIENTS
LIVE CERTIFIED GRAPES, SULFUR, ORGANIC YEAST NUTRIENT, NATIVE YEAST

In the Vineyard
In 2020 Oregon experienced brutal wildfires. With 50 square miles
separating the Tualatin Hills from the most concentrated smoke,
David Hill faired incredibly well, and our fruit escaped untouched by
smoke damage. A damp and later than average bloom resulted in
smaller clusters and berries, creating a perfect set for what the vines
should bare during bloom. A temperate summer allowed fruit to
hang without becoming overly ripe, while dry weather systems during harvest allowed the vineyard team to pick with leisure. The circumstances in 2020 produced ripeness and expression among our
wines that makes for a seriously age-worthy vintage.
In the Winery
Using a historical practice of pairing red and white grapes together,
this wine brings together two Pinot varietals. With 30% Pinot Gris
and 70% Pinot Noir, the co-fermentation of these grapes uplifts and
enhances the aromatics of the wine, offering an herbaceous and
spice-filled experience.
davidhillwinery.com

